Worksheet 7. Prepositions of place

Complete the sentences. Write the letter of the correct word or phrase in the blank space.

1. On the map of North America, Mexico is _______ the United States.
   a. on        b. below      c. around

2. The main part of the United States is _______ Mexico and Canada.
   a. behind    b. between     c. below

3. In this picture, the apple is floating _______ the head of the woman.
   a. above      b. on         c. on top of

4. In this picture, the woman is standing _______ the apple.
   a. beside     b. on         c. under

5. In this picture, the woman is standing _______ the sofa.
   a. below      b. beside     c. behind

6. In this picture, the sofa is _______ the woman.
   a. in front of b. on top of  c. in back of

7. Saturn is a planet _______ our solar system.
   a. at         b. in          c. on

8. There are rings _______ Saturn.
   a. beside     b. inside      c. around